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Abstract

Large-scale distributed applications, e.g., in geodistributed data

centers, pose a performance challenge to developers which need

to take high cross-data-center latency communication cost into

account. We present a preliminary investigation of a type system

that tracks latency and makes the cost of remote calls explicit,

raising developers’ awareness of communication overhead.

1 Introduction

To implement efficient and responsive geodistributed applications,

it is imperative to avoid high-latency communication and take

advantage of locality if possible [18]. In a distributed system, com-

ponents trigger computations on other components, e.g., by sending

events [10, 11, 17]. Such remote computations involve network com-

munication, which entails significantly higher latency compared

to local execution. Latencies between servers within a data center,

for example, are often comparably low (under 2ms), whereas la-

tencies between geodistributed data centers, which may be located

on different continents, can be orders of magnitude higher (over

100ms) [1]. Ignoring this fundamental difference can lead to serious

performance problems [7].

We investigate a design where the programming language makes

latency explicit making the programmer aware of the latency at-

tached to running computations. Our type system serves two pur-

poses: (1) It infers an estimation for the upper bound of the latency

attached to a computation. Developers can use this information

to restructure programs that exhibit excessive latency. (2) Devel-

opers can explicitly ascribe types with a specific latency label, in

which case, the type system guarantees that the estimated latency

attached to a computation is not higher than specified upper bound.

Otherwise, the type system statically rejects the program.

We built on our previous work on placement types, where the

type system distinguishes between different components of the

distributed system using placement specification for data and com-

putations [16].

2 Latency Tracking

Placement Types in a Nutshell Placement types associate loca-

tions to computations. For example, the placement type Int on A

denotes a computation c that produces an integer on a component

A. We consider three data centers A, B and C. Using placement types,
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separate locations are represented by different types, modeled by

distinct Peer subtypes in a Scala-like syntax:

trait A extends Peer

trait B extends Peer

trait C extends Peer

A computation def c(n: Int): Int on A = 2 * n with placement

type Int on A executes on data center A:

def c(n: Int): Int on A = 2 * n

The execution of c can be triggered remotely (e.g., from data cen-

ter B), in which case c computes an Int value on A, but the value

will be available to B only after it is transmitted over network.

Latency Types The result type of a remote computation includes

the latency l of the remote computation, e.g., the type of the remote

value received on B is Int withLatency 1:
def d(): Int withLatency 1 on B = remote call c(5)

For simplicity, we simply count the number of remote calls in the

type system to approximate the latency overhead for a distributed

computation. In perspective, developers should be able to specify la-

tency values for remote communication between components based

on domain knowledge, e.g., from monitoring. Latency between two

data centers is not entirely deterministic and depends on many fac-

tors. However, we assume that in the domain of geodistributed data

centers, which are placed at fixed locations and typically exhibit

communication latencies in the order of hundreds of milliseconds,

it is feasible for developers to give adequate estimates.

Our approach goes beyond distinguishing between local and

remote access. Our goal is to give developers a more faithful cost es-

timation of remote calls. Complex cases composing many different

functions hinder keeping track of all (potentially nested) remote

accesses for programmers. The type system makes the developers’

assumptions on latency explicit and ensures that they hold. It tracks

latency across function calls, which is especially important to guar-

antee that an application still complies to the annotated latencies

after changing parts of the implementation, e.g., for maintenance.

Composition Composing values that may have a latency label,

entails three cases:

(1) Nesting remote computations. When a computation (e.g., d

in the example) with a latency label is called remotely, we increase

the latency value, thus, tracking the accumulated total latency:

def e(): Int withLatency 2 on C = remote call d()

(2) Composing remote computations. Composing two computa-

tions (e.g., c and d) that both have a latency label requires adding

latencies, which approximates the combination of two successive

(synchronous) remote calls. In an asynchronous model, taking the

maximum value of both latencies is more appropriate:

def f(): Int withLatency 3 on C = (remote call c(5)) * (remote call d())

(3) Interaction with unlabeled types. Traditional values of type T

(e.g., Int) are assumed to have a latency of 0, i.e., T is treated as

T withLatency 0. We allow unlabeled types for compatibility and

to save developers from labeling every explicitly ascribed type:

def g(): Int withLatency 1 on C = (remote call c(5)) * 10
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Under- and Over-Approximation The types given in the exam-

ples are the ones computed by our type system. It is usually not

a problem to over-approximate latency since this means that the

developer considers a higher latency value when, in fact, the result

will be available faster at run time. Hence, we allow explicit type

ascriptions that over-approximate latency:

def h(): Int withLatency 3 on C = remote call d()

However, under-approximating latency can lead to performance

problems at run time. Hence, we do not consider an under-approx-

imation sound and the following code produces a type error at

compile time:

def i(): Int withLatency 1 on C = remote call d()

The inferred or explicitly annotated latency value always esti-

mates an upper bound for the latency attached to a computation.

2.1 Core Language

We sketch the type system for a core calculus. We annotate stan-

dard types T with a latency value l , assigning refined types (T , l)

to terms. We distinguish between types T and placement types

T on P . Terms t include standard terms and remote access through

remote call. We model the definition of placed values as nested

p-terms binding t-terms to names. Thus, p-terms express top-level

placed bindings (expressing the program’s top-level definitions, we

do not assign types to p-terms) and t-terms are placed expressions,

which evaluate to the value that is bound. Values are placed using

the following letx with latency l on P construct:

(T-Place)
Γ; P ⊢ t : (T , l0) on P Γ,x : (T , l1) on P ⊢ p

Γ ⊢ letx with latency l1 on P = t inp
l0 ≤ l1

The type system guarantees that the computed latency label l0
for the term t is not higher than the latency l1 given explicitly by

the developer. In case l0 is higher, the program is rejected.

To count the number of remote calls to approximate the latency

overhead, for every remote call to a computation t , we derive the

refined type (T , l0) for t . The term remote call t is given type (T , l1),

where T is the same but the latency annotation l1 is increased:

(T-Remote)
Γ; P0 ⊢ t : (T , l0) on P1 P0 , P1

Γ; P0 ⊢ remote call t : (T , l1) on P0
l1 = l0 + 1

We model type-level latency tracking for operations performed

on values and for control structures. For example, for an if expres-

sion, we evaluate the condition expression and we evaluate either

the then branch or the else branch:

(T-If)

Γ; P ⊢ t0 : (Bool, l0) on P

Γ; P ⊢ t1 : (T , l1) on P

Γ; P ⊢ t2 : (T , l2) on P

Γ; P ⊢ if t0 then t1 else t2 : (T , l) on P
l = l0 +max(l1, l2)

To (over-)approximate latency, the latency of the resulting type

is the sum of (i) the condition and (ii) the maximum of the branches,

i.e., we calculate the upper bound over both branches.

In our current model, we do not support latency computation

over unbounded loops or for general recursion. Collection types

with statically known sizes ś e.g., as in Shapeless [13] ś could

be used to give an upper bound, e.g., on the number of iterations.

Operating in the domain of a fixed set of geodistributed data centers

also helps making the case of unbounded loops less common.

2.2 Outlook

We plan to conduct a case study consisting of multiple geodis-

tributed data centers. Clients query the nearest data center to

achieve decent user experience. We want to guarantee certain prop-

erties statically, e.g., that data paths dealing with local data do not

involve remote communication or that certain operations do not

exhibit unexpectedly high latency. Although we need to resort to a

synthetic setting, we intend to base the locations of the data cen-

ters on real ones [5], specifying realistic latency values for remote

communication between data centers.

We are currently working (i) on completing our formal model to

prove our system sound and (ii) on a Scala embedding for latency

tracking integrated into our ScalaLoci1 language, which provides

an implementation of placement types. Latency values in our Scala

embedding can be represented using type-level Peano numbers.

Since latency refinements are only used statically but not accessed

dynamically, they can be phantom, imposing no run time overhead.

Alternatively, literal singleton types (as implemented by the Type-

level Scala compiler [15] and Dotty [4]) can be used for latency

refinements, performing arithmetic operations using a macro.

We currently do not consider lost messages, but message loss

and retransmission increases latency and should be considered as

part of the latency estimation. A further refinement is to associate

probability estimates to latency values.

3 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work explores type level

latency tracking to promote low latency computations. Jost et al.

[6] augment a type system with amortization (a complexity anal-

ysis that averages over time [14]) to statically analyze worst-case

execution time and heap space bounds depending on the input

of the program by annotating types with cost values. Their ap-

proach, however, targets embedded systems where both time and

space bounds are important. Similar to their approach, we plan to

annotate place types with latency values between components to

compute the overall worst-case latency. End-to-end latency for data

flows in cyber-physical systems has been analyzed based on archi-

tecture models, incrementally refining the analysis while refining

the model [3]. Energy Types [2] raise the developer’s awareness

of potentially inefficient code by encoding phases (with distinct

patterns of energy consumption) and modes (with an associated

energy requirement, e.g., high or low) in the type system.

Information flow type systems, which have been used to enforce

security policies [9], are related to our approach in the sense that

they track additional information associated to data and compu-

tations at the type level. Opposed to security labels, we annotate

computations with latency values. Explicit placement in types has

been investigated in ML5 [12]: Possibleworlds, as known from

modal logic and Kripke structures, define placement of computa-

tions on different components. Encodings of types parameterized

with numbers are discussed, e.g., by Kiselyov [8] in Haskell. A

similar approach is applicable to Scala.
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